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FSYGh ANALrF1C AND COGNITIVE- V OPM NTAL

APPROACHES TO MORAL EDUCATION

AERA Syniposiurn on Psychoanalysis and Education

Lawrence Kohlberg

Thi paper reprosonts lr fl -iic inni!r logm.! with iruno Bettlehlem, which

ham gone 'Alice I was n student in his course in psydioanol'ttc theory almost

thilii years ago.

Ihrough courses and work with children at the Orthogenic School, I learned

from Bruno Bett lheim most I know about psychoanalytic theory. I hope th s

paper shows that I not only learn _d through dis gi eing with Bruno and the theory

but that it also shows that I le ned something from him. I have tried in 20 yea=-

of applying Piage's theory to children to do what Bruno Bettelheim so beautifully

did an applying FruudTs theory, to cut through tl _ ja gon and the abstractions t

the unexpected but common truths tbe theory helps us to see. I hope I learned from

Bruno not a content, i=4ychoanalytic theory, hut a structure, something of bow to

use a the_ y to help see children.

In this paper, I -Ish t- talk about agreements and disagreements between ny

Piagetian or cognit -de lopmental view of education and Bettelheim's psycho-

analytic view. Rettelheim's paper starts with an analysis of children's errors

in reading. He points to the fundamental importance of Freud's insight into errors

to the primary process thinking behind the psychopathology of everyday life. Piag 's

CAO
contributions started with a different but related insight into children's erro

the insight into the concrete loglc behind children's wrong ans ers to the Binet test.

Whe eas Freud stressed the motivational qualities of the thought processes

behind mistakes, Piaget stre sed their cognitive structure. Both Piaget and Freud

agree th -= the structure of children's thinking is different than that of the adult.

Beyond that, they disagree,
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1'taet Finds the i,rjtnjtive trucLure. of children's tliLnktng as con-is ent with

a view of child thought as en effort to ndapt to reality, but an adaptation

more concrete cogE tive level. In contrast, psychoanalytic thinking.interprets

structurally primitive thinking as due nt motIvatIonal orientation to

tbf! world; a pleasure-process rather than a rea1ityprocess orientation. Thi

theme is developed in both 1etteiheIm's pap r and Nike Bower's. In thir- paper I

shall try to examine che import of this structurevs.mottvational account of thought

for educa ional theory. first we flCC go over the common agreements of

the two theories about the psychologyflen

L ke the psychoanalytic educator, the Piagetian educator starts by saying that

the child's diffic lties in learning arise from the dis= epancies between the child's

efforts to make sense of his learning tasks and the adult's d finition of those tasks.

Bettelheim's paper develops this theme for reading. Bettelheim says "Freud con-

centrated on depth psychology reasons for misreading, the child's indirect

of wishes and anxieties not appropriate to express Often, however, children's

rs are nothing but reasonable efforst to make better sense of an inane text.

In Piaget's terms, the child understands the text word but sees in reason to accomodate

to it because his own view cleaves more closely to the reality of what the text

should say. A girl read that raccoons raid garbages instead of galm,.tk because

that is what these animals do.

Since the purpose of reading is to discver _eaning in the prInted page,

othm seems better than sar.41. A study of errors in reading of first graders

has shown that 86 7. were void subt±tutlons which make equal or better sense than
h

t. An example is tbe child's reading "Spot can bear me" for "Spot can help

me." Spot In a dog, so it makes little sense to the child that the animal could

help him but a dog can not only hear the child, but also respond appropriately

to a command."



I would like to elaborate ou BettelheimP., applicittion of this Piagetian

approach to tlie child's diffict ties In reading. Pi t's central insight,

have claimed, was to see the child as a philosopher.

The two most basic things which Flaget found out were that the child was a

philosopher and that his philosophy went through _ ages. Freud had found that,

just like gr -ups, children were interested in birth and death and Hex. But

Piaget f und that children wrre largely interested in birth and death aud sex

because they were bothered by the origins of things by what is space and time

and causality and reality and good and evil, by all the things that are the con-

cerns of the ps called philo phers. be a philosopher is to be concerned

about the basic categories of experience and this is just what young children

are interested in. To go through stages is to have qualitative transfo_ ations

in these categories, _hanges in w- ld view or philosophy.

Mike Bower has given us an illustration of the Piaget assumption by quoting

Einstein ike says, "I recall someone asking Einstein how he arrived at his

conceptual notions about time and space. Me recalls, did it come that I

was the one to develop the theory of relativity? The reason, I think, is that a

normal adult never stops to thinR about problems of space and time- These are

things which he has thought of as a cbild. But my intellectual development was

retarded, as a result of which I begat to wonder about space and time only when

I had already grown up. Naturally I could go deeper into the problem that a

child with normal abilities.'"



hIke I uttbe r cemmentu f-dep tea )t1 s own childhood deve1op'w'nt even

more than Einstein'. Mike says, "Not only had I not thought of space and time au

a child, hut iioth1u g outside the obvious had occured to me about human behavior."

Mike 5 comm-nt indicates that he is a ignorant about his own Aildh- d phil-

osophizing aa adults were pbout their chiidhood sexualtzing before 1,- ud. if we

h-d obnrved Mike as an i-fant or child through Piagetian lenses we uould have

found a q ite diffe

space, time and identity.

et saw

torx, he 9tury of the development of conservatIon of

a very.yo child's excitemen

gAme of peek -boo or h ding came because of his interest in "what

reality?" the p oblen of differentiating appearance and r ality. He

loves peek-.-boo because he is differentiating subjective and objective;

becise he is ccastricting a world of permanent, unchanging objects.

Tbe infant under ten months does.not have a conception of a permanent

object. If, hen he is reaching toward a bright toy it is covered with

& handkerchief, Le stops reachina; the toy no longer exists to lin. By

eighteen months he knows objects permanently ekist although he cann

hen but it is not until he is about six years old that he views

their physical nature and identity as uneh ngeable. Things that change

in appearance change in reality.

It is c urse, part of the charm of young childhood that object

.cat change their identity and that the young child can play at being,

and feel he really is, a variety of persons and creatures. So

thie fluidity in the identity of things ts a source of anxiety, sometimes

a delight. As an example, one Halloween we bought my boy, jus

three, a dog c -_e. _ put it on him in front of the. mirror and he
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said, doggie, U and lau ly I ?rim, n ynu n

doggie or are you really a boy?" "I'm a doggie, rcal ggie," azi he

ran to the kitchen, took a dog biscuit and half-preten d, hal -triel t

eat it. To say the child is a philosopher is to
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*MY he's intere ed in the basic terms or categories of

hedev,elons as a philosopher Is to say that his original basic terms Luxe

different than ours, they are his. Because the child's philosophy is

Pe ionce; to say

differeat than o forced to reflect that philosonh

hat our conceptiorAs of reality, truth and g odness are basic t

understanding our own

We have used ' of basic terms the category of substance,

conotwey or tdentity. Me have used the concept of constancy as a category

because it is present in a new form at each new general stage of thought.

The major cognitive const invariances of the adult's world develop

IrOugh thr-- levels, the seasorimotor, the intuitive-concre and the

foal-a1tract levels. At the end of the sensori-motor period the child

has master d the constancy of objects in place and tine. He has not,

hoverer, establi3hed what attributes of an object can change and which

cannot The child at the intuit- e-concrete level, like m7 son, has not

astered all the basic in ariances. He doeS establish thea at around age

sj .o seven when he is capable of reasoning with concrete operations,

i.e., logical ope ations of addition, subtraction, inclusion, recipro y,

etc. At the fo al operational level, the invariances established are

thOse of underlying al laws. Through hypothetice-dednetive reason,

the adolescent child can grasp the invariance of lawful
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ha'ically, Piaget's claim that the child is a philosopher is to

say that the child is someone who says "1 want to know why."

I want to pick up this claim in relation to Bettelheim's djscussion of

reading nd the child's need to say reading as an tivity which has a wi

purpose.

Brim() tel. us that the child wants to make sense out of the text "Spot can

he p me" ma reada it a "Spot can hear me." Bruno says it makes little sense

the child to say that a dog can 1102 him but it does make sense that a dog can

hear him. I dis gree, hut my disagreement will clarify our shared agreements

about a Piagetian insistence tlat reading make sense to the child.

In a second grade Follow Through classroom observed by a colleague, a teacher

atte pted to explain to children why books and reading were important. She told

them that bools are a child's be d " One boy became visibly upset, rai$ed

his hand d, "But books aren't a boy _ best friend, a dog is a boy's best

friend. Books don't help you and care about you, dogs do."

Bruno is Yrong in saying that dogs helping doesn't make sense -o the child:

it is books helping that often do sn't make sense to the child. In your handouts

you will see the cognitive-moral stages through which the child progresses.

Mike Bower says that nothing outside Che"olivious had occured to him about
,

human behavior as a child" but our studies of the development of the child's

thinking abomit human social ad moral behavior shows they think about some things

that are not obvious.

My colleagu , Bob Selman, has been elaborating the development of chlidrents

concepts of ftiendship es these go through stage- paralleling our more

moral stages. The studies show that the idea that a dog is a boy's best friend*

is obvious to our second graders though it is not obvious to neither Mike Bower

or Bruno Bettelhein.



On the other h_ d, the Idea that books are a boy's best friend, ObviouS to the

teacher is ridiculous to the boy.

Our second grader 1s moving from the second to the third stage in the 1 d-

out. He is beginning to distinguIsh between things which you need and use instru-

mentally, like books or tools , and persons with whom you enter i to mutual and

affectionate !lations. Dogs are persons and can be friends, books are nat. Far

many an adolescent, b oks can be friends, they are vehicles for dial gues with the

mind of an author. But such an idea is ridiculous ,to the cone ete operational child.

The fact that the second grader got upset. however, showed his readiness to listen

co a teacher's ans ers to "why read?". Tt shows that he is a philosopher who

wants to know why. If only the answer could have some relation to the child's

concrete operational level of thinking about the question.

Pursuing the child's why's about reading, I encouraged a colleague1 Ellen Berge

to do a study on the devel pment of the child's thinking about why read, what is

the purpose of reading and writing, what does it mean to read? Dr. Berger works at

the Judge Baker Clinic with children with learning di bilities. She interviewed

these children and children matched on IQ and social class reading at grade level.

The childr ere asked about the neaning and

purposes of letters, words, and reading. The

answers could be classified in terms of levels or stages

related to age. At the earliest level, letters and words

were just physical things to be associated and manipulated.

At the highest stage, letters, words, and books were seen

as systems for communication. The children with learning

d sabilities were retarded in their level of constrang

the meaning of reading and writing, though they were

similar to normal controls on other Piagetian cognitive

tasks.



The study was a pIlot stmy which can be interpreted i a number of ways,

It does suggest that r ading, like other content areas of education, needs to

be viewed as Bruno says in terms of "what people do tn reading as well as what

ading do 3 eople." ff the educator attempts to be aware of what chil ren

do to reading, he may be able to better define what reading does, or should do,

to and for people.

Basically, I think Bruno and I would agree that what reading should do

for people is to stimulate their development, intellectual, aesthetic, m- al,

personal. In a paper with Rochelle Mayers called Develo-ment as. the Aim_of

Education I have stressed differences between the psychoanalytic view of

education and the John Dewey - Piaget position I espouse. In that paper, we

point to three recurrent approaches to education throughout history, the cultural

trans .ission view, the romantic view, and the progressive or cognitive-developmental

view.

Romanticism - We say the first ream of though the "ro _n ic", commences

h Rousseau and is currently represented by Freud's and Gesell's followers.

A. S. Neill's Summerhill repres-nts an exa ple of a school based on this romantic

view. Ro antics hold that what comes from within the child is the most important

aspect of development; therefore the pedagogical environment should be permissive

enough to allow the inner "good" (abilities and social virtues) to unfold and

the inner "bad" to come under control. Thus teachn the child the ideas and

udes of others through rote or drill would result in meaningless learning

and the suppression of inner spontanious tendencies of positive value.

Romantics stress the biological metapho f "he th" and "growth" in

equating optimal physical development with bod ly health and optimal mental

devel p ent with mental health.

to
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sny tho cultural transifli isI.oI1 v Jew L. rou-d In the classical

adltion of Westeru aducatlon. Tralitional educators believe that their

primary task Is the transmission to the pr sent generation of hiudLc s of information

and of ie nt values collected In the past; they believe that the educator's

job i the direct instruction of such Information and rules. Educating consists

of transmitting knowledge, skills,

Mori.: mod

1. and moral rules of the culture.

or inn va ive variati - of-the cultural triiitnJssfnn view are

represented hy educational technology aii1 hehiavJ or iricitliticatton.
1

Like traclit ional

education these approaches assume that knowledge and values. - first located in

the culture - are afterward Lnterna1Iel by children through the Imitation of

adult behav models, or.through explicit instruction and re ard and punishment.

Accordingly, the educational technologist evaluates the individual's sueees- in

terms of his ability to incorporate the responses he has been taught ant to respond

favorably to the demands of the system.

We contrast the Dewey-Piaget progressive view with both the romantic and

cultural transmission view. Progresivism holds that education

should nourish the child's natural interaction with a developing society or en-

vironment. Unlike the romantics, the progressives do not as ume that development

is the unfolding of an innate pat ern or that the primary aim of education i

create an unconflicted environment able to foster healthy development. Instead,

they d fine development as a progression through invariant ordered sequential stages.

The ed cational goal is the eventual attainment of a higher level or -tage of develop-

in adulthood, not merely the healthy functioning of the child at a present level.

In the progressive view, this aim requires an educational environment that

actively stimulates development through the presentation of resolvable but genuine

problems or conflicts. For progressives, the organizing and developing force in

the child expe ienee is _ the child's active thinking, and thinking is sti ated



by the pr bl antic, by cognitive con flIrt . Eduon ti ye experience makes the child

think - think in ways which organize both cou1tiort and emotion.

In actuality the psychoina1ytic view of education can md often

of all three appr -hes. in Bruno's paper on reading, he stresses .the

side. In his discussions of niornl education he has stressed the cultu_- I trans-

mission side, the necessity of tru4 itting through proc

, fderititIcaton With authority the core moral norms of the culture, the super-

ego.

tie

anxiety and

In the end, I believe, Brurio is mainly on the pro8ressive side, the side

f 12EIrs,12pment as the Aim of Education, development through unIversals of cog-

nitive-developmental interaction, terns of readIng ond other academic skills,

I belteve both Bruno and I agree that the mistake in education i- to nake neans

into ends. Reading and other academic knowledge and skills are neans, Instru-

mentalities, not ends. Our American culture wants to see all edue-tional gods

in terms of means. 1 have called this the industriaL psychology approach to defintng

educational aims. Reading and writing are skills or achievements 'which help

get better jobs. Jencks and others have shown that academic skills d t help

children make more money later, something I to k for granted in taking up an

academic profession. Educational goals can not be ultimately defined by treating

skills or means as ends. I believe like Dewey tbat aleaducational goals and achie

ments which ean be stated as intrinsically rather thar instrumentally valuable

are goals of universals of human development, high r levels of cognitive, moral,

aesthetic, and philosophio-religious thoughts, experiences, and acti 71443

high school students may he at the sane level in reading skills hut onA read

Plato or Dostoevsky, the other the comics. Reading Plato is not a good in itseLf,

but it can be an exp-ri e which Is a means or stimulus toward cognitive, moral,

and aesthetic development.

1 2



letvdeeri the ps

Lopmental view of educat lora I let ea coalei4er the Jiiajor difierences

analytic arid cognitivedevelopmental vie In s ttin.g develop-

mental beriemnarks for edtictcr, the Pia eti n ref uses to split ec,nLthre arid

affective feztureg of developnert.

* ia turn r e the contrast h which ?re trted out , the contrant hetwe n

the Pisge hiaaccrizatjon of chi s illogic s ortcrcted arid the psyclioanalyt

characterization 01 1. t se primary process or pleastre-princ p le oriented .

Psychoanaly to w-ho have listered to the apcntenious Minis children say tc
Piaget question

trig constancies

"fantasy" as

palter reality.

While the Cogili

tot used to tbisking of the child as a philosopher establish-

a d other categories of experie ea Instead, they hear these thi-ngs

the epresion of the child 's. desire5 and 'wisThe uncontrolled by

redevelopmental view does not clew the chi 8 "ft-I-stagy'

t interprets It diLff ereritly "Fantasy" is play arid the child moves easily from

play to salter-

irig 4f reality, .it

tamed dTives of

attitudes town

ud es tovard objects ills play att itua , howewer is not igrior

is not "primary process " mot ia it primarily root ivated b en-

d aggression. ttether, the child's play like his "worr

arc directed to"ar1 rn tory.



return to my three year old son playing st being a dog 6 to my

questlris 41too his dogcostume.

Sib-- Iy von pretended to eat the dog biscalt it was not because of

AMY oral meed but it was his efrort to master the realityarpearance

diAtisaction through a*pl yful attite. The child's playful attitudes

31.11(e 'Ids more serious at itudes, reflect his general way of thinking,

tap conception of reality. 7o illustrate this point, I shall discuss a

Ore* vith am element of play a_ well. an of seriousness in it. It was a

dloctotal study by Rheta DeVries which

tame eamervations of the young child's sense

ijC I have just described in terms of reao

vised, hich started fr

the c nstancy or identity

Halloween costume,

Because children vary too much in their reactions to people im costumea and. masks

vech4ose another situation for systtatic stuc1, of child en's constancy

rieUtions. Instead of puttLn mas1 on a human, we put a mask of a small,

#lerce dog on a live and valltrained cat named Maynard.

In response to thln masking of the ait, clJren

; a what the animal isItend.to

etas est f ed it dog f o vben given a choice. Clildren of six tend to be

tbiray iware of vhat is going on, as do many of the fiveye olds. Of

most intorest are the tions of the five.year.olde who can't make up

cZ three and now a

their rninJ.s as to what lo coing on.

ala example, Janice pets the cat with unrnth before the mask is

ca4 She withdraws sharply a8cr the mask is pu

the ftninal. 1.Then asked, she

cir Mater near his mouth, he

lools closely at

tlic animal is a dog but adds "If 7 put

will he?" doesn'tlly won't bite

1 4
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e exeiaent. When pressed, she says be cat turned into a dog, but

'Oen pressed further, says it t a real dog; it just has on a dog face.

Finally, she agrees to pet it and does so very.ingerly. Again, she is

asked whether it is e. real dog and She answers, "That he prob en, is it

est or a dog?' r think it dog. feel h t is a dog...

t etfli. it has eat's eyes so hov-can it be a dog. T think it-s a dog."

Tiev

vhat

e has a t ue scientific openeinded aid exploratory attitude

identIty, which she wILL soon lose for a closed-minded

e cats and dogs are dogs'and cats can't be, dogs, no matter

did heta DeVr es do the study?

! The critics of Piaget argue that Piaget asks children sIlly

questions and gets silly answers. As elaborated by psychoanalysis the

crticis is that what children say to Piaget is not due to a different

logic or re,ity orientatIon hut because children give fantasy respons s

to unreal or abstract questions.- Hovever, we found that behavior and

emotion in this situation Imre consistent with what they said. Only the

children who say, "Re is a real dog, efuse to pet the animal and are

generally fe arfu1. The child's fear in this situation, like ny son's

play wdth the dog bis sat, reflected his level of thinking about realities

t his deep res. fantasies.

1 :5
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The DeVries etudy which showed that

the chil d. s behavior and motional reaction to the change of a oat to a

dog vas large13( determined lyy his general level of thought about constancy

rather.than by emotions and fantasy. To say this does not deny tht the

content of children

that this Freudian content must be understood as consistent with, and in

g does have Freudian elements but it does imply

part generated by, young children's prelogical thought, rather than as
fi

the intrusion of "primary proces6" rantacy into "secondary process"

16
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adapted thought. To clarify this poent let us use another exampl

example sugge ting a psychoanalytic interpretnti n of the intrus_on of

fantasy, a spontaneous response :made by Jimmy, a boy just turned five:

"I can be a girl, you know. I can. I an. ig and have my throet

so I can talk like a gi l." It would seen plausble to attribute the

immature logic of this statenent to the fa t that the toy's wishes and

conflicts in this area were strong enough to override his interest5 in

being realistic or correct. Oa another occasion, however, the writer

(experimente ) had the following conver ation wIth Jimmy:

Experimenter: Do airplanes get small when they fly away in the
sky?

Jimmy: Yes, they get real tiny.

Experimenter: Do they really get s all, or do they just look small?

Jimmy: They really get small.

Experimenter: what happens to the people in

Jimmy: They shrink.

Experimenter: How can they shri k and get s all?

Jimmy: They cut their heads off.

These stateiients .night also be taken as notivatioriaLly determined,

rather tha -as a reflection of Jimmy gener l level of thinking.- ObvioUsly

in the second conversation, ji __y doesn't care aboat being correct and

ends up maki fantasy" response. Sonetime s Jimmy may c e too much

ole), ometines too little (airplane query), but if his general level

nking is the same it is hard to maintain that this ley l is

7



product of affective rather than cognitive-structural factors. The point is that

Jimmy's belief that he can be a girl is consistent with his general prelogical thought

pattern rather than being a specific fantasy in conflict with his "reality ori ted"

thought.

The child's primitive thinking then, is a reflection of orientation to reali

which is cognitive and adaptive, not 2.dèterm1ned. In calling it cognitive,

I do not mean it is divorced from emotion. No one ever had a thought without

emotion or an emotion without a thought befo e he became an obsessive-compulsive

neurotic or an academic. Every em tion involves eption of the world amd

the self. As these perceptions change with development, so do emotions.

Our position holds that there are parallel features or

stages of cognitive d social ievelojient. Spcial and moral development

Is more than conitive development, social development has a more compl

cited logic but it is one which includes the loglc of concepts of the

PNTsIcal world. The most corapelling sociaL stages vhich have
1

own

1oj are moral stages. The reasan the most copelliog social stages are

=Oral is because the child is not only a philosopher about the physical

vorld but because he is a moral philosopher concerned about the catgories.

f good and evil. To indicate what this means,

example from my so- at age -ive vhich illustrates

also illustrmteo children generate thei

of foricL parents' errorts

g

Quote an

in morality. It

ality in spite of all

mit the cultural superego.



At the age of five my so- joined the pacifist and vegetarian move-

d refused to eat meat because he said it.'s bad to kill animals.

spite of his paren el attempts to dissuade hin by arguing about the di

ference betwe- justified and unjustified killing he remainei a

teximn for six moath. However, like most Doves, he did recognize that

soie forms af zulLing were legitimate." One night I read to him from a

took about Es imo life which included a description of a seal-killing

pedition. 1hiJ.e listening to the story he became very angry and said,

know, there Is one kind of meat I would eat, Eskimo meat. It's bad

to kill animal so it's all right to eat them.

,Basic to morality is a concern for the life of others,

-rmt because such concern is taught but beEause of an immediate empathic

rtsponse. Children's concern for alimal's lives Is not taught, Iquoted

earlier my boy saying, "I really am a doggie. Such self-projection

'naturally leaas to enpathy. Pain at death is a natural empathic response

though it is. not nece sarily Universally and consistently mainta ned. In

this example, the value of life led both to vegetariarasm and to the

desire to kill Eskimos. This latter desire comes also from a unIversal

value tendency - a belief in justice or recIprocity here expressed in

terms of revenge or punishment - an eye for an eye,a. tooth for a tooth
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others cannot expect their own rights to be respected. Empathy and justIce,

then, are the basis of morality, each higher stage Is a new stage tn the sense of

empathy and justice.

Guilt a moral emotion much stressed by psychoanalysis, does not occur in

a direct form until the sense of empathy and j stice has developed to our third

stage, where empathy involves the ability to understand the Golden Rule and put

yourself in the other's place, and justice involves the concept of expIatIon for

wrong. Beore that, th re is anxiety after tran gressionhut not guilt. Runa and

Mosher interviewed and tested delinquint boys around their guilt feelings about

transgressions they had engaged in. Only those Stage 3 or above in ehe standard

moral dilemmas displayed guilt in the interview, or on a projective test of

guilt.

Following a develoentaJ. timetable

My son moved to this instrt entally relati-ist. .Stage 2 o- ientation when

he was seven, a stage somimes expressed in a very -_-pedient view

toward morality. At that time he told me, "Xou know, the reason people

don't steal is be ause they're afraid of the police. Ef there wtre no

. Police around, everyone would steal." Of course I told hi- thwt I (and

most people) didn t steal because we thought it irong, because we

wouldn't want other people to take things from us and so on. lr son's

reply was, "1 just don't see 9

there are no police."

Of course I said all the right thins,

even when the peli ere t around, but he

f crazy not to gteal if

_ns I didn steal

u-ht I was a suck.T.
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Luckily he moved on to a higher st ge and at age 14, he is now generating

ilt in me about eating meat. He recently asked me, "Dad, suppose there were

two people dying, one was Einstein and the other -etarded. Which should you'

save?"

I know that though one was retarded and the other Einstein, both were

philosophers so I said, "It hard. Foth are persons and even though Einstein is

more intelligent and contributed more to society, I think b th lives are equal and

I'd have to draw straws."

My son said, 'Then intelligence shouldn't decide." I said, "Yee "Then

contribution to society shouldn't decide." I answered, "Yes." Then my son asked,

"Why do you say animal life is leas valuable than human lif- " While I flustered,

he said, "You think you're Stage 6 because you value hunan life but I must be

Stage 7 because I have respect for all life."

Luckily my son is no Albert Scnweitzer and there are even more inconsistenciem

between his judgment and his actions than mine. But he had a point. And a good

educator, psychoanalytic OT Plagetiar, admits it when a child has a point.
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